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cleopatra xxx, cleopatra hd.Q: Android Check if file exists before copy As part of a project, I am
checking to see if a file exists on the sdcard. private boolean checkFileExists(String fileName){ File f
= new File(Environment.getExternalStorageDirectory()+ File.separator + "myfile.txt"); if(f.exists())
return true; else return false; } I then run a loop over all the files in the directory to see if the file is

corrupted. It does not handle the case where the file was deleted, therefore, it is unnecessary to run
the loop. Is there a way to detect if the file existed in the past? The reason I ask is because I have
tried to set the file name based on the time it was created but this has caused problems. Also, I

found this: Cannot access class file resource [myfile.txt] A: Try using File.delete() on the file. If you
find that is not working, then it's probably not a file size problem. It's probably a permission issue.

Perhaps it would be useful to give a bit more information about your problem. The local environment,
where a large number of patients were treated, included only a few rheumatologic centers, all of

them affiliated with the local University Hospital. This may imply a limitation for the diffusion of the
findings. We did not evaluate patients at different c6a93da74d
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